





































































 















































About Gridsum Data Center

The CADAS team is the research team of the Civil Aviation Resource Net of China that focuses on industry trend research and market

observation. The team, relying on the Civil Aviation Resource Net of China, grasps the information of the global aviation industry in the

first time, and dig the secrets of aviation data with the help of VariFlight big data. CADAS provides passenger airlines, airports,

aircraft manufacturers, investment and financing institutions and government agencies with professional consulting services for including

aviation development planning, market development plans, route networks, and aviation market tracking.

Civil Aviation Resource Net of China is the largest aviation information website in China’s civil aviation industry. Variflight covers 99%

of the dynamic data of the Chinese aviation market. Ctrip, controlling shareholder of VariFlight Technology Co. Ltd, is China’s largest

OTA.

The CADAS analyst team members all have experience in the aviation industry. Members are mainly from airlines and consulting companies.

CADAS, committed to an approach based on innovation, pragmatism and collaboration, aims to assist partners in gaining strategic benefits

and economic benefits, and assist enterprises in cultivating management talents during its research process.

About CADAS

Gridsum Data Center is a data sharing organization. Based on the powerful interactive data mining platform of OLAP technology, we

aggregate, correlate and cross data from multiple data sources such as PC and mobiles, and study user behavior and click on website pages

through multiple forms such as attribution model and rich media heat map, so as to meet the enterprises’ needs of data mining needs from

different perspectives, and present data analysis reports of different depths.

Our research covers a wide range of industries and media categories, covering hundreds of dimensions and indicators.

We have long tracked the quality of websites and the behavior of netizens, while paying attention to media influences and industry trends,

and regularly publishing research results in terms of China’s Internet website quality, netizens' behavior trends, and media influences.

Gridsum Data Center focuses on data, and is dedicated to creating value, and sharing with you the future of China’s Internet data.
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Beijing Gridsum Technology Co., Ltd.

Address：8/F, Office Building of Beijing 

Jade Palace Hotel, Zhichun Road, Haidian 
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